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Abstract. One main motivation for studying swarm intelligence comes
from observing the resilience of living systems in nature. Swarm intelligence has provided important inspirations for the engineering of technical
systems. The swarmtaxis algorithm and the FSTaxis algorithm are such
swarm intelligent algorithms that aim to move a group of agents from a
starting point to a predefined goal. The swarmtaxis algorithm bases its
state transition on a voting like mechanism in which the agents count
the number of “pings” they get from their surroundings. In contrast, the
FSTaxis algorithm uses a scroll wave based communication mechanism
inspired by slime mold and fireflies. The scroll wave based communication is expected to be more resilient than the voting like mechanism
of the swarmtaxis algorithm. In this paper, we borrow the communication mechanism used in FSTaxis algorithm to improve the swarmtaxis
algorithm. We will also discuss how this modified algorithm performs in
comparison to the parent algorithm.
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Introduction

Nature has been a perpetual source of inspiration in scientific research and engineering. Swarm intelligence is one of the fields that relies heavily on nature as
its main source of inspiration. Task allocation [12], flocking [3], navigation [2],
communication [8] are few examples of the areas swarm intelligence has drawn
inspiration from nature. The FSTaxis algorithm [8] implements a combination of
the communication mechanisms of fireflies and slime mold for gradient ascent of
a group of mobile autonomous agents. In this paper we present an improved algorithm, borrowing from this communication mechanism used by fireflies and slime
mold as well as an existing swarm intelligent algorithm known as swarmtaxis [1].
This paper intends to demonstrate how resilient communication methods such
as that of slime mold and fireflies can substantially improve existing algorithms.
This study is part of project subCULTron [6,7] which aims to develop a swarm
of autonomous underwater robots, which perform measurements and monitoring

of the underwater environment. In contrast to traditional underwater communication using acoustics, project subCULTron uses a local communication method,
blue-light communications [7], where the robots exchange small packets of modulated blue-light signals. The range of blue-light communication is around one
meter under water [7]. Considering the cost and complexity of underwater swarm
communication, the swarmtaxis and the FSTaxis algorithms are suitable candidates among other considered algorithms [4,9,2] for swarm navigation. During
our recent study on resilience (which is under review for publication), we established that the communication mechanism of both FSTaxis and swarmtaxis algorithm have non-zero resilience to agent-to-agent communication failures while
the FSTaxis algorithm exhibited a significantly higher resilience. In this paper,
we will present a modified version of swarmtaxis algorithm which borrows the
resilient communication behavior of the FSTaxis algorithm. Such a work aims to
make the swarmtaxis algorithm more resilient to agent-to-agent communication
failures.
In the following sections of the paper, we will describe briefly the algorithms
that we draw inspiration from in Section 2. After which in Section 3, we will
describe our approach by which we test our algorithm in simulation and present
the simulation results. Subsequently, discuss the results and briefly compare it
with the original swarmtaxis algorithm in Section 4 before concluding the paper.

2

Algorithms

In this section, we will briefly describe the swarmtaxis algorithm and then define
the modified swarmtaxis algorithm.
2.1

The swarmtaxis Algorithm

In [1], the authors present the algorithm to move a group of robots from a starting
point to a predefined goal. Each agent executing the swarmtaxis algorithm is
required to have the ability to move, communicate with other robots within
a communication range, sense other robots in its immediate surroundings and
also the distance to a nearby robot. Apart from these capabilities, each robot is
equipped with a long range sensor with which the robot perceive the direction
of the goal. In the swarmtaxis scenario, the goal can be occluded from an agent
if another agent positions itself in between the goal and the agent. If an agent
is occluded from the goal, it is said to be “shadowed” and otherwise the agents
are said to be “illuminated”. Each agent broadcasts a single bit ping to its
surroundings and every agent receiving this ping will use a polling mechanism to
add it to the number of pings previously received. We will refer to this mechanism
as a poll based mechanism henceforth. Depending on the pings received, the
agents may assume one of the following states:“forward”, “coherence”, “avoid”
and “random”. By default, all agents are in “forward” state in which the agents
moves forward at a preset velocity. If the number of pings received increases
beyond a preset threshold α, the agents senses that it is at the center of the

swarm and executes a random turn and then transitions back into the “forward”
state. If an agent detects the number of pings it received to be lower than α, then
the agent detects that it is moving away from the swarm. In this case, the agent
transitions into “coherence” state in which it takes a U-turn and transitions back
into the “forward” state. The states of the algorithm explained till now will only
keep the agents together and not produce any net movement towards the goal.
The net movement towards the goal is caused by the “avoid” states. When the
robot detects another robot within its “avoidance radius”, it transitions into the
avoid state in which the agent takes a turn away from the detected neighbor. All
the illuminated robots sets its avoidance radius slightly higher than the shadowed
robots, i.e, avoidillum > avoidshadow . This enables the illuminated agents to
see the shadowed agents before the latter sees the former and move away from
the shadowed agents. Thus, illuminated agents moving away from the shadowed
agents (but towards the goal) and in effect produces a net movement of the
swarm towards the goal.
2.2

The swarmFSTaxis Algorithm

In the swarmFSTaxis algorithm, additional to all capabilities described in Section 2.1, each agent is assumed to have internal timers and local directional
communication. The goal can be occluded from an agent similar to the case of
the the swarmtaxis scenario. If an agent is occluded from the goal, it is said to be
“shadowed” and otherwise the agents are said to be “illuminated”. The behavior
of the agents differ depending on whether they are “illuminated” or “shadowed”.
Figures 1 and 2 shows the state machine of the swarmFSTaxis algorithm.
There are two types of behaviors in the swarmFSTaxis algorithm: the “ping”
behavior and the “motion” behavior just as in the case of the FSTaxis algorithm
[8]. The ping behavior describes the agent-to-agent communication during the
execution of the algorithm. In ping behavior, as shown in Figure 1, the agents
may assume three states: “pinging”, “refractory” and “inactive”. Initially, all
agents are set to inactive state. In the inactive state, the agent monitors its
receivers for incoming single bit local communication (pings). In the event of an
incoming ping the agent broadcasts a ping for a certain duration tping . At the end
of a ping, the agent enters the refractory state. During refractory time, tref rac ,
the agent is insensitive to all incoming pings. At the end of the refractory time,
the agent transitions back to inactive state. Apart from the above ping behavior,
the “illuminated” agents have internal timers that are constantly counting down.
When the timer counts down to zero, the agent broadcasts a ping. This means
that an “illuminated” agent produces a ping either when the agent receives
another ping or when its internal timer counts down to zero. The difference
between the ping behaviors of shadowed and illuminated agents are illustrated
in Figure 3.
In addition to the ping behavior described above, the agents also have a
“motion” behavior. Unlike the ping behavior, the motion behavior is same for
all agents regardless of whether they are “illuminated” or “shadowed”. There
are two kinds of motion behavior: “general motion behavior” and “avoid motion

behavior” as shown in Figure 2. In “General motion behavior”, an agent at the
event of an incoming ping, moves towards the incoming ping. In case there are
multiple incoming pings, the agent moves towards the mean of the directions of
all incoming pings.
During “avoid motion behavior”, an agent move away from a detected neighbor. As in the case of the swarmtaxis algorithm, the swarmFSTaxis algorithm
also implements dissimilar avoidance radii for “illuminated” and “shadowed”
agents: avoidillum and avoidshadow . The sensor range of the illuminated agents
are set to a higher value which in effect, enables the agents to move away from an
approaching shadowed agent. The pseudo-code for the swarmFSTaxis algorithm
can be found in Algorithm 2.2.
The above explained behavior will result in “scroll waves” like in the case
of slime mold [5] propagating through the swarm. Since the illuminated agents
trigger pings when their internal timer counts down to zero, the waves will
originate at the “illuminated” agents and propagate through the “shadowed”
agents as they relay the pings. The “general motion behavior” ensures that the
swarm stays together with the agents moving towards incoming ping while the
“avoid motion behavior” ensures that the illuminated agents move away from
the shadowed agents and in effect, move towards the goal.

Fig. 1. A state transition diagram of the ping behavior of the swarmFSTaxis algorithm
is shown in the figure. Illuminated and shadowed agents differ in ping behavior in that
the shadowed agents only relay pings while the illuminated agents both produce and
relay pings.

3

Methods and Results

The simulation environment used for testing the algorithms is Netlogo 4.3.1
[10]. In Netlogo, the simulation arena is divided into spatial units known as
“patches” , the simulation time is measured in “ticks”. The sensor radius, sr ,
of the agents is measured in coordinate distances measured from the position
of the agent of interest. It is taken to be 2.5 patches since this corresponds to
a reasonable underwater local communication range using blue-light in project

Fig. 2. A state transition diagram of the motion behavior of the swarmFSTaxis algorithm is shown in the figure. Illuminated and shadowed agents have the same motion
behavior triggered by either an incoming ping or a neighbor.

Fig. 3. The ping mechanism of the swarmFSTaxis algorithm is illustrated in the
figure. The “illuminated” agents has a low internal timer value and hence will hijack
the pinging frequency of the system by pinging frequently. The shadowed agents will
keep relaying the pings produced by the illuminated agents.

Algorithm 1 The swarmFSTaxis algorithm
repeat
for all agents do
Ping behavior(tping , tref rac , counter, main counter)
avoid motion behavior(move agent, heading of detected agent)
end for
until f orever
procedure Ping behavior(tping , tref rac , counter, main counter)
set main counter ← main counter + 1
if pingmode ! = ”inactive” then
set counter ← counter + 1
end if
if pingmode = ”active” AND counter = tping then
set pingmode ← ”ref ractory”
end if
if pingmode = ”refractory” AND counter = tping + tref rac then
set pingmode ← ”inactive”
set counter ← 0
end if
if pingmode = ”inactive” then
if any ping received? then
set state ← active mode
general motion behavior(agentname)
for i ← 1, no : of pingsreceived do
append list l ← heading of incoming ping
end for
end if
end if
if main counter ≥ internal timer value then
if is illuminated? then
set state ← active mode
end if
set main counter ← 0
set counter ← 0
Create empty list, l
end if
end procedure
procedure general motion behavior(move agent)
calculate hmean of list, l
set agent heading ha ← hmean
move agent for distance β
end procedure
procedure avoid motion behavior(move agent, heading of detected agent)
if agents in sensing range? then
set agent heading ha ← oppositetoagentinsensingrange”
move agent for distance β
end if
end procedure

subCULTon [7]. At the beginning of a typical run, the agents are distributed
uniformly around a starting point and then the algorithm is executed. The center
of mass of the swarm is used as a collective position estimate of the swarm. Once
the center of mass of the swarm reaches the goal as shown in Figure 4(b), the
run is terminated. During the entire run, the position of the center of mass of the
swarm is tracked in order to produce a representative trajectory for the motion
of the swarm as a whole in each run. The constants used for simulation are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Table showing all constants used in the modified swarmtaxis algorithm.

Value
Units

tping
1
ticks

tref ac
3
ticks

sr
2.5
p1

Constants
β
swarm size
0.1
21
p1
-

avoidillum
0.7
p1

avoidshadow
0.4
p1

In order to compare the swarmFSTaxis algorithm with the swarmtaxis algorithm, we have performed 100 runs of each each algorithm. To make the runs
comparable, all runs were started from the same point, had the same swarm
size, had the same parameters as shown in Table 1 and had the same goal. Also,
the parameters used such as sensor ranges of illuminated and shadowed agents,
range of directional communication and distance moved during motion behavior
were kept the same for all 100 runs. Since the most intuitive comparison parameter is the time taken by each of these algorithms to converge to the goal, we
have recorded and plotted this parameter in Figure 5 for the swarmFSTaxis algorithm and the swarmtaxis algorithm. Later, in Section 4, Figure 5 is discussed
in detail.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

In the swarmtaxis algorithm [1], if an agent detects that it is connected to a
number of agents lesser than the connectivity threshold α, the agent transitions
into the “coherence” state in which it attempts to reconnect to the swarm by
turning towards the swarm and away from the goal. The disadvantage of such
an approach is that it makes the algorithm dependent on the success of communication of all the agents in the swarm. If a ping from some of the agents fail to
be sent, transmitted or received, the algorithm executes sub-optimal transitions
into the coherence state as it assumes that the swarm connectivity is withering. Evidently, this slows down the convergence of the swarmtaxis algorithm.
In a later publication [11], the swarmtaxis algorithm was improved and made
more resilient to such failures, however, the state transitions were still based on
a poll based count. In contrast to this approach, the swarmFSTaxis algorithm
1

unit p in Table 1 represents distance unit in Netlogo

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. The starting condition of a typical simulation run of the swarmFSTaxis is
shown in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows a converged run. The green patch (occluded
by the white circle in Figure 4(a)) shows the starting point, the white circle shows
the center of mass of the swarm and the yellow patch shows the predefined goal. The
white trace in Figure 4(b) shows the trajectory of the center of mass of the swarm. The
yellow agents are the illuminated agents and the blue ones are the shadowed agents.

uses the direction of the incoming ping instead of a poll based count to keep
the swarm coherent. In Figure 5, we see that that out of 100 runs of both algorithms, swarmFSTaxis algorithm is consistently faster than the swarmFSTaxis
algorithm. From Figure 5, the mean of the number of iterations to convergence
for the swarmFSTaxis and the swarmtaxis algorithms are 6597 and 9540 respectively. Therefore, the swarmFSTaxis algorithm has become about 30% faster
than the swarmtaxis algorithm.
In the future, the communication mechanism inspired by slime mold and
fireflies may have the potential to replace poll based counts that are common
in engineered systems. Further research in this direction can ensure that the
full capacity of such a communication mechanism is utilized. Apart from using
merely the direction of incoming pings more statistical measures can also be
developed according to the needs of the task to be accomplished.
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